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Mixing & Application

Altus Mixing & Application
Altus is a water based mop-on urethane designed for luxury vinyl floors. This includes, but is not limited to; composition rubber, sheet vinyl, plank-type vinyl or wood, and linoleum floors. Follow Praetorian guides for more detailed information on proper surface preparation(s).
Mixing Instructions:
1. Pour entire contents of Part B into Part A container.
2. Replace cap on Part A.
3. Gently mix the Part A & B together. Rock the container back/forth, upside down/right side up for
about 2-minutes, not vigorous, it will only result in excessive air in the product.
Pre-application & Application Instructions:
1. Properly clean and prepare the surface. See ‘Praetorian Cleaning Guides’ for surface specific
preparation.
2. Allow floor to dry thoroughly after cleaning.
3. Best practice, wear foot protection (booties) after floor is cleaned. It is easy to transfer dirt or
scuff the clean surface with unprotected shoes.
4. Visually determine start and stop areas of the surface.
5. Mark off ‘caution’ area with wet floor signage and warnings.
6. Microfiber damp (water only) mop floor to remove any dust or debris that may have contaminated
the floor. Mop twice in opposite directions.
7. Prepare a clean flat-head mop for use on application of the Altus.
8. Pour the Altus Floor Finish on the surface.
9. Spread the Altus thin and even (figure-8 motion) on entire floor.
10. Allow Altus to dry 30-60 minutes. Dry times will vary based on temperature, humidity and airflow.
11. Repeat applications, recommended 2-3 coats of finish.
12. In-service time, approximately 60 minutes after final application of Altus.
Product Notes:
Pot-Life: Approximately 8 hours
Coverage: 1500-1600 SF/Gal, one coat
Light foot traffic for the first overnight dry time
Full cure is approximately, 3-5 days
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